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An elementary account on the chaoticity of galactic world-lines in an open universe is given. A
new type of cosmic evolution by global metrical deformations, unpredicted by Einstein’s equa-
tions, is pointed out. Physical eects of this evolution are backscattering of electromagnetic
elds and particle creation in quantum elds. We review in an untechnical way how global
metrical deformations of the open and multiply connected spacelike slices induce angular fluc-
tuations in the temperature of the cosmic microwave background radiation.
Our contemporary understanding of the global
structure of the Universe is based on the assump-
tion of a space-time continuum, a curved four-
dimensional world. The observational evidence for
this is actually scarce, but it oers at any rate a very
simple qualitative explanation of the cosmic red-
shifts [Weinberg, 1972]. The second motivation to
model the Universe as a Riemannian four-manifold,
was the successful application of Riemannian geom-
etry in explaining planetary perihelion shifts, and
the deflection of light by gravitating bodies. These
are local phenomena, which can be explained by
introducing a Riemannian metric on a single co-
ordinate chart. In cosmology, however, we are con-
cerned with the global structure, with the topology
of the four-manifold.
In local problems of general relativity, on a
single co-ordinate chart, Einstein’s equations com-
pletely determine the evolution of the metric, once
the energy-momentum tensor of the local gravita-
tional sources is known. In cosmology we have to
consider the evolution of the metric as well as the
evolution of the topology of space-time. Einstein’s
equations certainly do not give any hint on the
topology, and the evolution of the metric is like-
wise undetermined, because we do not know the
energy-momentum tensor of the matter distribution
in the Universe, nor the boundary conditions to be
imposed. It is in my opinion pointless to hunt for
elusive laws of cosmic evolution, the modeling em-
ployed in such endeavors is always copied from nite
classical or quantum systems, and there is no rea-
son to assume that the Universe is a nite Hamilto-
nian system like any other. A much more promising
approach to cosmology is to gure out possibilities
of cosmic evolution, and to think over which local
physical manifestations they can have.
Cosmology deals with the global structure of
the Universe, local inhomogeneities are averaged
out. This means that we assume the spacelike sec-
tions of the Universe as constantly curved, which
reflects local homogeneity and isotropy. The three-
dimensional, real space should be of constant cur-
vature. Taking the space expansion into account,
which is essential to explain the red-shifts, we end

















ds2 = −c2dt2 + a2(t)d2; a(t) is the expansion fac-
tor, and d2 the line element of a three-space of
constant curvature. Note that the metric evolution
which RW cosmologies undergo amounts to a sim-
ple rescaling of the length unit in the three-space by
the expansion factor. For wave lengths this means
=a(t) = const:, the red-shift relation.
In [Tomaschitz, 1991, 1992a, 1992b] a cosmol-
ogy was introduced in which the three-space is (I)
negatively curved, (II) open, and (III) topologically
multiply connected. These three conditions allow
topological evolution by global metrical deforma-
tions. The negatively curved three-space must be
open and multiply connected, otherwise it cannot
be deformed without destroying the constant cur-
vature. The negative curvature (local hyperbol-
icity) is necessary to make the world-lines unsta-
ble, and the multiple connectivity connes certain
world-lines to a nite region, the chaotic nucleus of
the innite three-space, cf. the caption of Fig. 1.
This connement, and the local hyperbolicity ren-
ders world-lines chaotic. There are many regular
trajectories which enter this nucleus, and are shad-
owed there by chaotic ones. This shadowing is a
common feature of hyperbolic dynamical systems
[Guckenheimer & Holmes, 1983; Gutzwiller, 1990;
Lichtenberg & Lieberman, 1992], here it can be
made very explicit and quantitative by means of the
universal covering space construction indicated in
the caption of Fig. 1. The mixing of the world-lines
in the nucleus of the three-space provides a mech-
anism for the galactic equidistribution. It would
be interesting to perform numerical studies on the
evolution of world-lines in the chaotic center, and
to investigate how ecient this mixing mechanism
actually is. One could study how long it takes a
trajectory to become eectively dense. Likewise,
one must ask how eciently regular trajectories are
shadowed by chaotic ones over nite times. If one
starts with an arbitrary asymmetric distribution of
mass points, and if one chooses initial conditions
which result in chaotic or nearly chaotic trajecto-
ries (i.e. regular trajectories shadowed by chaotic
ones over a long period), then these mass points
will tend to become at rst nearly equidistributed
in the center, but ultimately they will start to dif-
fuse out into the open three-space. This diusion
always takes place in practice, because in order to
conne a trajectory to the center for all times, one
has to choose the initial conditions with innite pre-
cision. One has to gure out which inhomogeneities
(clusters, voids) appear, when the appear, and on
which scales.
Clearly, this mixing mechanism can only gener-
ate a uniform galactic distribution in or close to the
chaotic nucleus. Outside this nite domain inhomo-
geneities will increase the farther one moves away
from it. The actual size of this nucleus depends on
the expansion factor and, above all, on the topol-
ogy of the three-space. An explicit example can
be found in [Tomaschitz, 1994a]. The prediction is
that the galactic distribution is generically inhomo-
geneous in the innite three-space, with a more or
less homogeneous nucleus of nite size.
Remarks
(1) The cosmological models studied by Tomas-
chitz [1991, 1992a, 1992b, 1994b] have an open
three-space with compact Riemann surfaces as
bers. Numerical studies of the geodesic flow on
compact Riemann surfaces were carried out by
Balazs and Voros [1986]. As mentioned, quan-
titative studies relating the mixing to the time
evolution of the galactic background are still
lacking.
(2) The characterization of the local instability of
world lines by Lyapounov exponents is ambigu-
ous in relativistic cosmology, since it is not co-
variant [Barrow, 1982; Hobill et al., 1994].
(3) A fractal micro structure of space-time was sug-
gested by El Naschie [1995a, 1995b].
The multiple connectivity of the open three-
space provides a new type of cosmic evolution by
global metrical deformations (extended RW cos-
mology [Tomaschitz, 1991, 1992a, 1992b, 1993b]).
‘Global’ here means a deformation which does not
locally change the curvature of the three-space. In
other words, two spacelike sections which have the
same topology and constant curvature (apart from
a trivial rescaling by the expansion factor) may be
globally, as manifolds, non-isometric. If the three-
space is open and multiply connected, it can be en-
dowed with a variety of metrics, all giving rise to
the same constant curvature. These metrics can
be labeled by a nite number of independent pa-
rameters, the dimension of this parameter space
depends on the topology of the spacelike slices.
The line element of the extended RW cosmology
is ds2 = −c2dt2 + a2(t)gij(y(t); x)dxidxj . Here
gij(y1; : : : ; yn; x) denotes a continuous family of
hyperbolic metrics of constant negative curvature
−1. The parameters yk may be chosen to vary
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(a)
Fig. 1. (a){(c) The horizon at innity of the Poincare half-space H3, the universal covering space of the spacelike three-
sections of the extended RW cosmology. A spacelike slice (F; Γ) is realized in H3 as a polyhedron F with face-identication.
The face-pairing transformations generate a discrete group Γ which gives, if applied to the polyhedron, a tessellation Γ(F ) of
H3 with polyhedral images. This tessellation induces by continuity also a tiling on the boundary of H3, which is depicted
here (for three dierent slices), and which can easily be extended to three dimensions; the complete tiling of H3 is simply
obtained by placing hemispheres onto the circular arcs. This polyhedral tiling of hyperbolic space H3 is the covering space
construction for the RW geometry. So these two-dimensional tilings constitute a completely quantitative characterization of
the three-dimensional spacelike slices.
The qualitative structure of the fractal limit set (Γ) depends on the topology of the three-slices, which is in turn
determined by the covering group. For quasi-Fuchsian groups [Maskit, 1986] like those seen here, the limit set is a Jordan
curve. The three-space bers over an open interval, with Riemann surfaces (g = 49) as bers. The colors label generations
in the tiling procedure, the algorithm is given in [Tomaschitz, 1989]. The tilings correspond to three-slices which are non-
isometric, but have the same topology and curvature. They are three snapshots in a time-parametrized sequence of continuous
global deformations of the three-space, realized here as deformations of the polyhedron F and the covering group Γ.
The chaotic trajectories have covering trajectories with initial and terminal points in (Γ). If the end points are not
in (Γ) but close to it, then the trajectory is regular, but it is shadowed by chaotic trajectories over a long period. The
convex hull of (Γ) is the intersection of all hyperbolic half-spaces which contain (Γ). Projected into (F; Γ) by means of
the universal covering projection, it constitutes the chaotic center of the three-space. Here again, the tilings on the boundary




Fig. 1. (Continued )
(c)
Fig. 1. (Continued )
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in a compact domain of Rn. The evolution of the
spacelike slices is characterized by a time dependent
path y(t) in this n-dimensional parameter (defor-
mation) space, and by the expansion factor a(t), cf.
[Tomaschitz, 1994b] for an explicit example.
If the path y(t) reaches the boundary of the
deformation space, a topology change occurs, the
connectivity of the three-space can change, or the
three-space may even disintegrate, leaving behind
cusp singularities on its newly emerging compo-
nents. In the following we outline possible physi-
cal manifestations of these global metrical deforma-
tions of the cosmic three-space.
Particle creation in quantum elds and back-
scattering of electromagnetic radiation: In simply
connected RW cosmologies it has long been known
[Schro¨dinger, 1956], that the time variation of the
expansion factor can lead to particle creation. How-
ever, this cannot happen in conformally coupled
neutrino or electromagnetic elds, because in the
solutions of the corresponding wave equations the
expansion factor scales out with a simple power law
[Parker, 1972]. But global metrical deformations of
the three-space do create particles and backscatter-
ing even in conformally coupled elds. The point
here is that during a deformation the wave equa-
tion is not time-separable, and so a wave initially
composed of positive frequencies will acquire neg-
ative frequency modes. Thus antiparticles emerge
in quantum elds, and backscattered wave trains
in classical elds [Tomaschitz, 1994b]. I also men-
tion here that on a microscopic level a multiply con-
nected structure of space-time (particles as topolog-
ical excitations) was suggested by Weyl soon after
Einstein proposed his theory of gravitation [Weyl,
1951; Wheeler, 1973].
Angular fluctuations in the temperature of the
cosmic microwave background radiation. Angular
anisotropy can be introduced in the background ra-
diation by local perturbations of the three-space
metric [Sachs & Wolfe, 1967], for example, by grav-
itational waves. The background radiation is, how-
ever, one of the few observable phenomena relating
to the global structure of space-time. So it is much
more satisfactory to look for a cosmological origin
of the temperature fluctuations, i.e. for a further
imprint of the global space-time structure on the
radiation. In the following we will give a simple ex-
planation of the angular anisotropy (measured by
satellite experiments [Smoot et al., 1992]), which is
entirely based on adiabatic global deformations of
the three-space.
If one studies the impact of such deformations
on the free photon gas [Tomaschitz, 1993a], one has
to take two time scales into account: Cosmic time
as dened by the expansion factor, and the time
scale on which metrical deformations take place.
The latter is determined by the time parametriza-
tion of the path y(t), which determines the met-
ric on the spacelike sections t = const: Only if the
scale on which noticeable variations of gij(y(t); x)
occur is much larger than the time scale determined
by the expansion factor, one has a really uniform
expansion.
In the following we assume that gij(y(t); x) adi-
abatically varies on the time scale of the cosmic
expansion. We use the universal covering space
construction as sketched in the caption of Fig. 1.
To explicitly model a global metrical deformation
of the three-space, one can either vary the poly-
hedron F and the covering group Γ as in Fig. 1,
or one keeps (F; Γ) time independent, and deforms
the Poincare metric ~gij of the covering space H
3
[Tomaschitz, 1993a, 1994b]. We consider a small
adiabatic deformation of this metric, gij(y(t); x) =
~gij(x)+hij(t; x), hij is a symmetric tensor eld pe-
riodic (automorphic) with respect to the covering
group Γ, i.e. hij(t; x) = hmn(t; γ(x))[γ
0x]mi [γ0x]nj ,
for all γ 2 Γ; [γ0x] denotes the Jacobian of the
transformation γ, cf. [Tomaschitz, 1993a] for de-
tails. The idea is simply to calculate, semiclas-
sically, via the eikonal equation gRW ; ; = 0
(with the extended RW metric gRW00 = −c2, gRWij =
a2(t)gij(y(t); x), g
RW
0j = 0), frequency shifts in-
duced by the deformation hij(t; x). The perturbed
eikonal for rays issuing at a point  at innity of
H3 is  = ~ + (t; x; ), with ~ a solution of
~gRW ~ ; ~ ; = 0. Here ~g
RW
 is dened like g
RW
 ,
with gij replaced by ~gij . The frequencies are shifted
by  !  + 12@=@t. In the Planck distribution,
d = 8hc−33(exp(h=kT )− 1)−1d, these shifts
can be absorbed by introducing a new temperature
variable ~T  T (1 − 12−1@(t; x; )=@t). So the
temperature is shifted like the frequencies, compare
the red-shift scaling   a−1(t), T  a−1(t). This
amounts to a weak angular dependence  of the
temperature. The same reasoning holds true for
the graviton background radiation in extended RW
cosmology [Tomaschitz, 1997].
I have tried to show here that the topol-
ogy and the topological dynamics of an open uni-
verse may have very concrete physical manifesta-
tions, and that the topology of space-time is a
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dynamical object, able to evolve like the metric in
local problems of general relativity.
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